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In Memoriam
Obituary for Carl Smith
Carl H. Smith passed away on July 21, at approximately 10:30AM after a year and a half battle with brain cancer.
He is survived by his wife Pat and his son Austin.
Carl Smith received his PhD from University of Buffalo in 1979, was a professor at Purdue from 1980–1982, and
was then a professor at The University of Maryland at College Park from 1983 until his death. His major area of
research was Inductive Inference, a branch of learning theory. This is a recursion-theoretic view of learning where the
function to be learned is computable and the object to be learned is the Turing machine for that function. This type
of learning theory pre-dated PAC-learning by many years (Gold’s paper Learning in the Limit is from 1967, Valiant’s
paper A Theory of the Learnable is from 1984.)
Carl helped found the COLT conference (Computational Learning Theory). Initially the conference was about the
Inductive Inference model of learning, and the PAC model, and other models as well; however, over time the inductive
inference model has gone out of fashion.
Carl also helped found the COMPLEXITY conference. In the early 1980s he organized two workshops on recursion
theoretic learners. These can be considered a precursor to COMPLEXITY. In addition he was the local arrangements
chair for the Third COMPLEXITY meeting (Georgetown, 1988).
Carl helped several Eastern Bloc Computer Scientists come to conferences in America before the Berlin Wall fell.
After it fell he helped several get positions in America as visitors and, in one case, permanent (Efim Kinber). He has
also visited Latvia and other formerly Eastern Bloc countries many times. He was instrumental in integrating them
into the Western Science community.
He supervised the following PhD students: Mahendran Velauthapillai, Howard Motteler, Kathleen Romanik, Mark
Changizi, Kalvis Apistis, and Brian Postow.
He was an author or co-author on several important papers:
(1) Comparison of Identification Criteria for Machine Inductive Inference by John Case and Carl Smith. Theoretical
Computer Science, 1983. (Prior version in FOCS 1978.) This paper was important in that it was a well written
and summarized work done by the Eastern bloc, as well as having much of interest on its own.
(2) The Power of Pluralism for Automatic Programming by Carl Smith. Journal of the ACM, 1982. (Prior version in
FOCS81.) This introduced the important notion of TEAMS to Inductive Inference.
(3) Learning via Queries by William Gasarch and Carl Smith. Journal of the ACM, 1992. (Prior version in FOCS88.)
This introduced more sophisticated techniques from logic into the field of inductive inference.
(4) The Impact of Forgetting on Learning Machines by Russins Frievalds, Efim Kinber, and Carl Smith. Journal of
the ACM, 1995. (Prior version in COLT93.) This paper used a fascinating combination of techniques. Carl was
particularly happy with using the pumping lemma for regular languages and the recursion theorem in the same
proof.
(5) On the Intrinsic Complexity of Learning by Russins Frievalds, Efim Kinber, and Carl Smith. Information and
Computation, 1995. (Prior version in EUROCOLT94.)0022-0000/2007 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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